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We have been developing a next-generation computational solid mechanics simulation system based on the ADVENTURE,

which is designed to be able to analyze a three dimensional Finite Element (FE) model over hundreds of millions of Degrees

Of Freedom (DOFs), to achieve the implementation of a virtual demonstration test on the Earth Simulator (ES). Main FE

analysis process of the system, ADVENTURE_Solid based on the hierarchical domain decomposition method and an IBDD-

DIAG method, was ported to the vector-parallel supercomputer. For a post process of a huge scale analysis, we have devel-

oped a parallel off-line visualization system, which is able to implement on PC clusters and the ES. Moreover, to utilize our

system on parallel computers via computer networks, we developed an integrated user support system, which is implemented

on Windows PC and has a function of an agent-technology. As an implementation of a virtual demonstration test using our

system, a Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) pressure vessel of a nuclear power plant, whose model is provided in cooperation

with industries, has been analyzed. Furthermore, a Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics (CFRP) composite tank model, which is

for the purpose of high-pressure hydrogen storage, has been analyzed. In this report, we present an outline of our integrated

user support system based on computer networks, and show computational performances of a seismic response analysis of the

BWR model and a 3-D elastoplastic analysis of the CFRP tank model.
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1. Introduction
The ADVENTURE system [1] is an advanced general

purpose computational mechanics system, and designed to

be able to analyze a three dimensional Finite Element (FE)

model of arbitrary shape over hundreds of millions of

Degrees Of Freedom (DOFs) mesh. Module-based architec-

ture of the system with standardized I/O format and libraries

are developed and employed to attain flexibility, portability,

extensibility and maintainability of the whole system. One of

main process modules for solid analysis, named ADVEN-

TURE_Solid based on the hierarchical domain decomposi-

tion parallel algorithm, employs an IBDD-DIAG method as

a solution technique for linear equations.

In our project, the ADVENTURE system has been ported

to the Earth Simulator (ES). Especially, ADVENTURE_Solid

is vectorized well, and then it shows good performances of

vectorization and parallelization [2]. Using our system, as an

example to realize the virtual demonstration test, a Boiling

Water Reactor (BWR) pressure vessel model consisting of

many local features, whose DOFs amount to 204 million, is

performed. The BWR pressure vessel model is analyzed for

an earthquake-proof design. Besides, a Carbon Fiber

Reinforced Plastics (CFRP) composite tank for the purpose of

the high-pressure hydrogen gas storage is also performed. The

CFRP tank model is analyzed to improve a pressure-resist-

ance design. For the post process of such huge scale 3-D

(three dimensional) structural analyses, we hacve developed a

parallel off-line visualization system, which is a pure soft-

ware-based polygon renderer to implement on the computa-

tional server. Furthermore, for the utilization of our system as

the Computer Aided Engineering (CAE), we have developed

an integrated user support system to use the ADVENTURE

system on parallel computers via computer networks.

In this report, an outline of the integrated user support

system via computer networks is presented and as a realiza-

tion of the virtual demonstration test, a seismic response

analysis of the BWR model and an elastoplastic analysis of

the CFRP tank model are demonstrated.
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2. Development of an integrated user support system
to utilize the ADVENTURE via computer networks
CAE systems are widely used in the fields of engineering.

In order to shrink the development period and improve the

design precision, such systems are regarded as infrastructural

tools for the present industries. However, complexity and dif-

ficulty of the system installation procedures and user opera-

tions of parallel computers have also become a heavy burden

on CAE users. It is essential to develop a user interface which

helps CAE users to perform a large scale analysis much easi-

er. To solve these issues, we provide an integrated CAE sys-

tem for Windows OS, named ADVENTURE_on_Windows

(AdvOnWin). AdvOnWin does not require the installation of

any ADVENTURE modules and has user support functions,

called "Agent technology", which helps users and tells them

what they should do next. In here, AdvOnWin can perform on

a single processor only. Therefore, to utilize our system on

parallel computers such as the ES, we developed an integrated

CAE system, which can use parallel computers through com-

puter networks [3].

Figure 1 illustrates the system flow of the ADVENTURE.

AdvOnWin uses the modules surrounded by thick lines, and

then invokes these modules on a local PC. As the ADVEN-

TURE employs a module-based architecture and each module

is performed with other modules or individually. To analyze

large scale problems, four modules of them, surface patch gen-

eration, mesh generation, domain decomposition, and solid

static analysis are invoked on the server computers remotely.

Figure 2 shows a work flow in this study. For a secure connec-

tion between the client and servers, the SSH protocol was

employed. To establish the SSH communication, we used Java

Secure Channel (JSch), which is an open source library for the

SSH communication and released by JCraft [4]. Although we

have also developed a web-based CAE system [5], that system

doesn't show a good harmony with a supercomputers by neces-

sity of http or https daemon on the server. On the other hand,

the present system requires only the SSH daemon to servers to

send/receive files by scp and throw jobs via ssh. Figure 3

shows a screenshot of developed system on a client PC. 

As an example to test a large scale analysis using our

Fig. 1  System flow of ADVENTURE system with module-based architecture.

Fig. 2  Work flow of CAE processes on a client-server system.  Solid

arrows mean sending or receiving files.
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Fig. 3  A screenshot of an integrated CAE system on a client PC.

Fig. 4  Equivalent stress distribution of a test model with 4 million

nodes.

client-server system, an elastostatic analysis with a 4 million

nodes model is demonstrated. Table 1 shows the system con-

figuration of a client and server computers, and Fig. 4 shows

an equivalent stress distribution of a test model. Table 2

shows the computational performances of an elastostatic

analysis using 16 processors of server computers. We have

successfully analyzed the 4 million nodes model with parallel

computers by simple operations like AdvOnWin. In Table 2,

each performance includes operation time of mouse and key-

board to input analysis parameters. Moreover, attachments of

boundary conditions include to select some surfaces with

moving a model, and then visualization of analysis results is

the time when a model is displayed. Here, when CAE

processes continue on the server shown in Table 2, the file

transfer between a client and servers does not required.

Besides, the surface information of the model is enough to

attach boundary conditions and visualize results in the struc-

tural analysis. These are advantages to treat files of large size

for the large scale analysis. In the future work of this study,

we have to incorporate an off-line polygon rendering system

[6][7] to visualize data of the huge scale analysis.

CPU Intel Core2Duo 2.4GHz Intel Core2Duo 2.4GHz

Memory 2GB 4GB

OS Windows XP SP2 openSUSE Linux 10.3 x86_64

Client PC Computational node of server

Table 1  System configuration of a client and server computers.

Surface patch generation from CAD data server 120

Solid mesh generation from surface patches server 450

Attachment of boundary conditions with GUI client 270

Analysis data converter for AdvIO server 90

Domain decomposition server 100

Elastostatic analysis by FEM server 627

Visualization with GUI client 55

  1,685

CAE process

Total time

Client/Server CPU time [sec]

Table 2  Computational performances of an elastostatic analysis of a 4 million nodes model using 16 processors of server

computers. Each performances include operation time of mouse and keyboard to input analysis parameters.
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3. A Seismic response analysis of the BWR pressure
vessel model
In these three years, as an example to realize a virtual

demonstration test, we have analyzed a seismic response

problem of the BWR pressure vessel of a nuclear power plant

in cooperation with industries. The pressure vessel is precisely

modeled with internal structures, and then the total DOFs of

the problem amount to about 204 million. In the results 

at FY2007, the 1,000 time steps problem of 204 million DOFs

has been performed by 25 times batch job, and then success-

fully analyzed in about 26 hours [8]. However, to practical

use such huge scale models, the computational performance

should be improved much more. Especially, the number of

batch jobs should be reduced. Therefore, we have improved a

convergence performance of a linear solver, which is an

IBDD-DIAG method [9] in ADVENTURE_Solid. As a result,

it succeeded in reducing the number of iterations nearby in

half, and then the total number of batch jobs is also expected

to be reduced. Moreover, the reduction of the number of batch

jobs will cause much more reduction of the total computation

time on the supercomputer.

4. 3-D elastoplastic analysis of a CFRP composite tank
for the high-pressure hydrogen storage
In this section, as the second example of a virtual demon-

stration test, 3-D elastoplastic analysis of a CFRP composite

tank for the purpose of high-pressure hydrogen storage is

demonstrated. Figure 5 shows the external appearance of the

CFRP tank model. The linear hexahedral solid element is

used as the FE mesh, then the total number of DOFs is about

16 million. In our target model, the CFRP tank is composed

of a metallic linear and many CFRP layers. Besides, CFRP

layers are called a helical layer or a hoop layer by winding

angles of the fiber. At hoop winding layers, as fibers are cir-

cumferentially wound up, it is assumed to be unidirectional

laminated CFRP. On the other hand, as fibers are wound up

with a lower angle at helical winding layers, it is assumed to

be angle-ply laminated CFRP. For a 3-D elastoplastic analy-

sis, CFRP is modeled as the orthotropic material in a local

system, and especially CFRP at helical winding layers has

averaged material properties of angle-play laminated CFRP.

For the design optimization of a liner shape and a winding

rule of the fibers, we will obtain effects of the autofrettage

treatment and evaluate a fatigue under the cyclic loading.

5. Conclusions
To utilize our developed system on parallel computers

such as the ES, an integrated user support system is devel-

oped. As the system is implemented on Windows PC and

has a function of an agent-technology, users could solve a

large scale problem using parallel computers easily. To real-

ize the virtual demonstration test, a seismic response analy-

sis of the BWR pressure vessel model and a 3-D elastoplas-

tic analysis of the CFRP tank model are performed. By

improving computational performances of a linear solver,

the practicality of a huge scale analysis with our system is

also improved. Moreover, as an angle-ply laminated CFRP

model, we have been developing new functions of ADVEN-

TURE to expand the application field of our study. 
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